INDUSTRY NEWS HEADLINES

Aerion Plans For 100 Percent Biofuel on AS2
Citi Sees Potential for a Gulfstream G650 Follow-on
FAA Sets Policy for Operating Without ADS-B
Aireon's Space-based System ADS-B Goes Live
Citi: After Strong 2018, Preowned Market Quieting
FAA: Bulletin Clarifies RVSM Authorization Process

30 SECOND INSIGHT

**Learjet 60/60XR**

Active Fleet = 413
Number For Sale = 58
Percentage for Sale = 14.0%

ResaleTransactions 2018 = 47
YTD Transactions 2019 = 9

AVG Year on Market = 2001
AVG Total Time Since New = 5176
AVG Asking Price = $2.2M USD